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Shuttering technology for wall
and slab production
| Shuttering-Module-System (SMS)

| Massive Wall System (MWIS)

| Shuttering Profile System for Slabs and Double Walls (APIS)

| Special Shuttering Systems (SSS)

| Magnetic Systems (MS)

Sommer shuttering and magnetic systems, the basis for an
economic and accurate production of all concrete elements.



The principle
Only one basic shuttering element (eg height 100mm) with switch-
able magnetic fixing units is used for different wall strenghts. Top
modules in a freely to be defined measurement are placed on top of
this basic shuttering. In the case of three different top heights, eg
60/80/100 mm height 7 wall strenghts (160/180/200/240/
260/280/340 mm) can be produced. The top modules (without mag-
nets) can be combined freely.

Assembly or disassembly is performed manually or with help of
the MFSR (Multi-Function-Shuttering-Robot).

Manual top modules can also be used for special top parts.

Form-fit connection of the modules by displacement in the longitudi-
nal axis. No screwing, bolting or magnetic fixation required for the
connection of the top modules. The connection element is adjusting
and stapling element at the same time. No openings in the shuttering
modules guarantee a simple manual or machine cleaning of the pro-
files.

Shuttering-Module-System (SMS)
Advantages of the use of this patented technology

| High flexiblilty

| High accuracy

| Cost-saving by shortest rebuilding times

| Cost-saving by reduction of magazine and storage areas

| Manual use or use with robotics technology

| Simple cleaning of the modules

| Cost-saving by reduction of shutterings

| Long service life
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Massive Wall System (MWIS)

According to the requirements of the customer the shutterings are
designed. Shuttering lengths and additional elements are variable
and offer highest possible flexibility for all tasks.

The quality of all Sommer shutterings – produced from special steel,
laser cut, milled and with the desired profile guarantee a long service
life and highest precision. A simple manual or machine cleaning and
a safe handling system are also significant for an economic use.
State of the art Sommer detail solutions have been tried and tested
in permanent use.

Shuttering profile system for slab and
double wall (APIS)

For the production of slabs and double walls the APIS system has
conquered the market. All profiles, made from special steel, edged
and with milled supporting area enable an exact shuttering edge.
With three-milled chamfer, rectangular or conical – customer’s re-
quirements can be met. Also these profiles are elaborated without
openings. The switching magnets are embedded into a cage and thus
protected from mechanical damages.
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The magnets are adapted according to the required fastening forces
to the shuttering heights and shuttering lengths. The neodym mag-
netic components enable maximum fastening forces at minimum
building sizes. The magnetic elements are embedded into pole ele-
ments from steel and protected additionally against mechanical
damages and corrosion. Long service life and maintenance-free use
of the shuttering elements are guaranteed.

Magnetic Technology from Sommer
Magnetic adhesive forces of 100 daN – 2000 daN

If the shuttering area is elaborated in steel, stainless steel, 
aluminium, multi-layer plates or wood depends on the product and
the number of uses. Here we can flexibly meet the requirements of
the customer.

Special Shuttering Systems (SSS)

The fastening of the profiles is usually done by integrated, switch-
able magnets or alternatively with single magnetic boxes or fasten-
ing bars.

For the production of standard elements tiltable shuttering systems
are in use with great success. These shutterings are opened or
closed by a central actuating unit. A minimum processing time on
the moulding and demoulding stations are the advantages of that
system.
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